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Grant EU visas
before it's too late
How bad does it need to get in Britain
before the government relaxes postBrexit immigration and plugs the worker shortage?
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At the same time, persistent government
silence over whether its seasonal worker
pilot (introduced days before the January

agricultural nations. The idea that for
some ideological reason we can’t have it
anymore is crazy.”
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Capper, chair of British Apples & Pears
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and owner topfruit producer Stocks Farm
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“A short term Covid Recovery Visa,
alongside a permanent Seasonal Workers
Scheme, would be an effective and,

must include the ornamental and flower
sectors. Until then, our sector is a very
difficult place and we will see growers
leaving the sector.”

In spite of considerable wage increases (on
some farms, pickers and packers can
reportedly earn up as much as £15-20 an
hour) and other worker incentives, the

One Cornish brassica grower went as far

British populous remains unwilling to take
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Herefordshire, Capper this season
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advertised locally for 73 pickers, had nine
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applications and only one appointment.
“In terms of recruiting locally, we failed

Why, then, doesn’t this self-proclaimed

completely,” she says.

‘green’ government (remember its 10-point
plan?) just ‘get this done’? Brexit dogma, it

In a recent open letterto the government,

seems, and the fear of going against its

NFU vice president Tom Bradshaw told

anti-immigration ‘vote-leave’, ‘take back

Downing Street that British farm

control’ pledges, stand in the way.

businesses have done all they canto

Asked whether she is more optimistic
about the labour situation next year,
Capper is categorical. “No,” she says,
speaking in late September from her
Herefordshire orchards as Boris Johnson
lectured world leaders in New York.
“I am not more optimistic about next year,
unless the government acts. There is
nothing positive about this story anymore.
We have been lobbying the government
since the referendum in 2016 about the
need for access to workers. And we’re still
doing it now.”
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recruit staff domestically.“But
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